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Notes from the President:
Greetings NVGC Members,
I have bad news for you in my first article as your new president. First, however, I would like to thank Janet Asper for
organizing an interesting and enjoyable evening for our annual installation dinner. You did a great job Janet... thanks.
Also, thank you for all those that voted for me and your new board. We plan on making dramatic changes and
improvements to our club.
The bad news....We have restricted use of the lower range. The Dahlgren trail (DHRT) has been completed through our
property. They evidently were working there Jan 11 or 12. I received a call from Joe Williams, notifying me that they
would be there. Since I had no authority as president yet, I notified the current club board members. I don't know if the
range was closed or made safe on those days, but the following Monday, I went to the club, and found that the trail was
completely cleared. In fact, it is complete over the entire length; from Rt. 301 (next to the Sheetz) to Rt. 605 (near the
King George landfill). There was an organized hike Jan 21. No one notified me of the planned hike, but there were
articles in the papers. At the annual dinner, I announced that new procedures were going to be put in place. On Sunday,
Jan 21st, we put three observers in place on the RR bed to the east of our firing line, at our road crossing, and on the firing
line. All had radios, and would safe the firing line if hikers were coming. No one used the range that day. Two people
may have come to shoot, but didn't. We saw about 30 hikers come through. Many were people I knew and have worked
with over the past 34 years living in the county.
I have placed a poster, chain, and warning barrier across the road with a combo lock at the south end of the shotgun field.
This will allow members to easily turn around. The combination is the same as the front gate. If you have the proper
observers and radios to operate the range, take down the chain, and replace it when you leave. Do not leave and turn over
the range to members that are not authorized to safely operate it with our new procedures. The range is now closed to
open unsupervised shooting. You may use the range if you have three range safety officers present. One at the east side,
one at the road, and one on the firing line controlling the range. We are one of the few ranges that allowed open
shooting. We can not allow that in the future with access to the trail being made as easy as it is now. Prior to this, the
trail was covered with briars, and downed trees. It was not being used, except maybe on a rare occasion. Mr. Williams
and other trail people told us they would not allow unrestricted use of the trail, but that Mr. Williams may use it from time
to time. We are to always use the range in a safe manner. That means knowing what is behind your target and ensuring
your bullets do not leave our range. There is an opinion that we have established an easement use of the RR embankment
that gives us the right to continue to use it in that manner. However, Mr. Williams claims the right to use his property any
time he wants. The two positions are not compatible. If the Facility board wants to go to court on that, then I will support
that, but in the meantime, I plan to negotiate and compromise in order to keep our range open and operated safely.
I also plan to open up a small range just to the north of the RR bed, and to the west of our road. This will be a small
range, maybe out to 50 yards. Hopefully, we will be able to use this range in an open-use manner. I plan to take a
proposal to the Facility board next week requesting funds to begin work immediately. We plan to rent a dozer, and see if
Buddy Shepard will operate it to clear out a range area. Buddy did a great job clearing our first Trap range. We also have
identified possible routes around our impact area that will allow hikers to avoid the danger area. I will be talking to Mr.
Williams about these ideas. I have met him and talked to him several times in the past two weeks. He tells me he is
willing to work with us. This area is a fan that extends at 45 degrees right and left of our firing line, and as far as you
have line of sight. We are also looking at building a wall that is filled with solid aggregate using old telephone poles and
one inch salt treat plywood. This would not be a backstop, but would stop ricochets. Improvements would also be made
to the existing backstop berms.

Seth Rinaldi, our range safety officer, will be developing more extensive operating procedures for our lower range. Seth
will also be responsible for authorizing range safety officers to supervise the range. We will be looking for volunteers to
act as safety observers. In order to open the range on any day or weekend, we will need to have volunteers in place. Let
Seth know if you are willing to help. Perry Fridley is working up a plan for the small range. If you have any suggestions
or offers of help or material.... like old telephone poles... contact the Club officers.
I hope we can get by this severe impact to our club. As King George develops, we will face more challenges in the
future. We plan to keep our club open, and in use forever. We have more than enough room to do that even if
development encroaches on us. We may have to make large and expensive changes to our range, but we do have options.
Thanks to John Yagla, for installing the second Trap range… there is some work left do. The range is now operational.
Thanks to all those that helped in the construction. Keep an eye on our website for additional information throughout the
year.
Gene Hodgson
President

From the XO:
The EC had decided to have a workday in February, but with all the concern over the rails to trail we determined that a
general membership meeting is more important. Therefore, we will hold a meeting at Uncle Dave’s Diner on Saturday 17
February at noon. Uncle Dave’s is the restaurant in front of the Hillcrest motel on Highway 301 a few miles south of
Dahlgren Naval Base.
Jon just sent me the names of folks that have been working on the shotgun range so I’ll start the work credit worksheet
now for inclusion next month. There are some trees and brush where the logging road crosses the rail. It is important to
keep that open to establish a legal crossing point. There are also some trees leaning over the road that need cutting and
Bob King needs some cut to improve the skeet field background. So if anyone feels like he needs some work credits call
me and we’ll just go do some work on these tasks.
Joe Primerano
Executive Officer

February 2007 Membership Report:
Please join me in welcoming Gary Bass to the Club. There is one prospective member: Dickie Sisson of King George. If
anyone has any issues with this prospective member, please contact the membership secretary or any club officer with
your concerns as soon as possible. If you are sponsoring a prospective member, please provide that person’s name to the
membership secretary as soon as possible in order to publish it in the newsletter without delay. We currently have 334
active members in the club, 13 absentee members, and 9 pending members.
Perry Fridley
Membership Secretary

NVSF Response to the Trail Issue:
In 1998, Joe Williams purchased the 17 mile RR bed in King George County. In early 1999, the Facility Board directed
Jim Riedinger, as Board Secretary, to make a written offer to purchase that part of the RR bed from Williams’ property
(Waverly farm) which adjoins the RR bed (about ½ mile west of our property) to Rt. 610, comprised of about 20
acres. Mr. Williams responded by noncommittal letter stating that he appreciated our interest, but he was unsure of his
plans and would know better by later that summer (1999). Mr. Riedinger was further instructed to maintain telephone
contact with him, which he did so about every two to three months. Conversations with Mr. Williams were reasonable
and non-confrontational, but went nowhere.
In early 2000, the Board decided to make Mr. Williams a Dollar offer. Jim Riedinger was instructed to again write to
Williams and offer him $2,250 an acre for the 20 or so acres involved (admittedly it was a bit of a lowball figure, but it
was at least a starting point in the event he was willing to discuss a sale). He did so and added that if Mr. Williams did not
want to dispose of that much of the RR bed to any one owner, then the NVSF would be willing to purchase just that

portion of the RR bed within our property lines. Mr. Willams responded that he just had not made up his mind, but would
keep our offer in mind. Mr. Williams never made a further response to us on the purchase matter.
In the meantime, the Board engaged VA legal counsel to determine the history of the RR bed, adjacent property owners’
rights and Williams’s ownership claim. Conclusion: Williams owned it and the only specific legal right we had was a
crossing easement to the otherwise landlocked portion of our property in the creek bottom.
In 2003, Mr. Williams sent a letter seeking information regarding range safety issues and registered several complaints.
In June 2003, a small group of Facility Board members met with Mr. Williams at his home. His chief complaints were a)
rebar in the ground on the actual RR bed above our 200 yd. target frames; b) several tree stands on the RR bed property;
and c) the sign in the middle of the RR bed which stated “Keep Out”. He was advised that there was no history of any
Club members setting up tree stands on the RR bed property, that they were fairly old and suggested that perhaps they
were set up by members of the hunting group that he, Williams, had authorized to hunt the RR bed property. He was also
advised that the rebar would be checked out and removed, as well as the “Keep Out” sign, since it was agreed that the Gun
Club had no business putting up a sign purporting to prohibit Mr. Williams, his family or his permittees to transit
Willams’ property.
While the Facility Board did discuss internally the possibility of swapping land, there was no such discussion with
Williams. Reason: The Board learned from two independent sources that no matter what he was intending to do with the
RR bed property, he was planning to retain the air or underground rights for a possible utility corridor on the RR bed.
Therefore, since there really was nothing to swap, such discussions with Williams were meaningless.
Between 1999 and 2003, members of the Facility Board attended hearings before the King George Board of Supervisors
on their comprehensive plan, to include the concept of using the RR bed for a “Rails to Trails”. It is understood that it
initially was dropped from the plan, but efforts were made to revitalize it. Further, at one point efforts were made to turn
it over to Virginia to become part of the statewide system of nature trails. Jim Riedinger spoke to Vincent Callahan, the
Chairman of the VA House Appropriations Committee, whom he has known for years. He and Jim went to High School
and College together. He informed Mr. Riedinger in 2003 that the State had a $4 Billion shortfall that had to be
eliminated before the legislature could even begin to consider anything other than necessities. I understand that the State
is not there yet.
In 2004 and 2005 the issue of the RR bed has been rather quite. It wasn’t until the very end of 2005 or early 2006 that the
concept of “Rails to Trails” resurfaced with the surfacing of another group fronted by David Brickley, an attorney, which
claims to own the right to the RR bed. The NVSF does not know whether the group purchased the RR bed property, lock,
stock and barrel, from Williams, or they simply own the surface right to operate a nature trail.
The Facility Board had secured a legal opinion from VA counsel in 2002 to the effect that it was his view that because we
had been using the RR bed embankment as the bullet backstop continually since 1970 we probably had established an
adverse use easement. Further, while it was not something to initiate action in court, it would serve as a good affirmative
defense in the event that someone sued to shut down the range.
Since that time, in May 2006, the Facility Board met with Mr. Brickley at the property to discuss the possibility of going
around the south perimeter of the property rather than through it. He was shown that the RR bed embankment has been
used as a bullet backstop for the rifle/pistol range in the creek bottom and had been so used continually since 1970. As a
result of that conversation, there seemed to be a general, in principle, agreement that every effort would be made to avoid
using the RR bed within the bounds of the property for a walking/biking trail. Mr. Brickley proposed in writing the terms
and conditions for the By-pass around the pistol/rifle range. The NVSF offered a counter proposal in which we would
initiate a land swap. Mr. Brickley turned down the land swap. On 16 September 2006, the NVSF contacted Mr. Brickley
to set up a meeting to discuss the route of the By-pass. Mr. Brickley informed the NVSF the same day that he needs to go
to the BOD of the Friends of the DRHT and he would get back to us. The NVSF is still awaiting Mr. Brickley's reply. It
now appears that they are ignoring that discussion and are going ahead with plans to simply go through the Facility
property. In January 2007 the NVSF received a letter from Mr. Williams in which he requested a meeting to discuss
safety and signs. The NVSF responded to Mr. Williams’s letter and asked for a meeting at his earliest convenience. Mr.
Williams turned down the meeting and stated that the NVSF needed to meet with Mr. Brickley but he would join us if he
was needed. The NVSF then recontacted Mr. Brickley on 27 January 200 7to set up a meeting with him and Mr.
Williams. We have not heard back from Mr. Brickley. I feel that I am spinning my wheels.
Jerry Gibson
NVSF President/ Club FFL

From the Range Safety Officer:
I regret that my first order of business as club Range Safety Officer is to restrict the rifle and pistol range to a controlled
environment as Gene stated in his introduction.
The ranges are NOT closed; they are controlled until further notice. A chain has been put across the road near the
skeet ranges with a sign explaining the procedure to be followed to access the range and control the ranges; I will reiterate
the procedure below with some changes that I came up with since acting as observer for the bench rest match held
Saturday January 27. The chain has two locks; the one closest to the sign has the same combination as the front gate. Use
the same procedure as the front gate, open up, proceed through, put the chain up and LOCK it unless there is a match or
other scheduled event.
PLEASE NOTE: The procedure below only applies to the 100, 50, Rifle and Pistol ranges, NOT TO THE 200
YARD LINE. The 200 yard line will require 2 observers stationed well clear on each side of the impact area, the
procedure is the same.
At the range you will need a minimum of two people to control the ranges; the person on the line may shoot and will act
as Range Safety Officer (RSO). The club purchased two way radios that will be in a lock box under the pavilion on the
rifle range; the lock will have the same combination as the front gate. Cell phones should be ok if a problem arises with
the radios. If you experience a radio problem, please notify me or another club officer so we can fix the radio or replace it.
The radios are set on the same frequency, and instructions on their use are in the box along with spare batteries. Please
remember to turn both radios off when done and lock the box.
During the bench rest match I positioned myself behind the berm on the East side (behind the rifle and pistol ranges) on
the trail. From that position I had a good view of the trail in either direction. This is where your observer should be
stationed; observers will stay behind the berm during a HOT Range.
If the observer sees hikers approaching he/she will immediately radio the range and call for a cease fire. Shooters will
ground and clear their weapons, then step back from the line and stand clear of the line. The range RSO will then radio the
trail observer that the range is Cold. The observer will hold any hikers until a “Cold Range” message is received from the
range RSO.
After the hikers are well clear of the impact area a message will be sent to the range RSO that the impact area is clear.
The range RSO will then transmit a “Hot Range” message; shooters will then be allowed on the line and can commence
shooting. Remember, it has always been the policy to stand clear of the line and not touch anything on the line when a
cease fire is called. I don’t like this anymore than you do but keep in mind the other alternative was to close the rifle and
pistol ranges, at least this arrangement does allow all of us to shoot. One final note, please be courteous to the folks that
you encounter on the trail, you are representing the club so lets all put forth a positive image.
Seth Rinaldi
Range Safety Officer

Firearms for Sale:
Complete COWBOY ACTION OUTFIT to include:
• 2 Ruger Vaqueros customized by Lee's of California in 44/40 Win. one 5 1/2 BBL & one 6 1/2 BBL both blue/case
finish with faux ivory grips.
• A Kirkpatrick double holster rig (rt.side strong & left side crossdraw) with shotshell belt slide. The revolvers/holster
set never used.
• Win. Mod. 92 Rossi replica in 44/40 slicked up/tuned with Marbles rear tang sight.
• Original Win. Mod 97 in 12 ga. with 26" barrel & choke tubes.
• 2 Win. Mod 24 side x side shotguns one 20 ga. & other in 16 ga.
• $3,000.00 for the whole outfit and have reloading supplies, molds, ammo, etc. that will sell along with outfit at less
than bargain prices.
• Also, a couple additional Rugers in .357/.38 (never fired) and 45 Colt (as new) if interested.
For the items listed above, contact Mike at 540-809-5554 or dimples6506@netzero.net

More firearms for Sale:
Offers are also being accepted for the following firearms:
• J. Stevens 12 gauge Side by Side Model 335, 30 inch barrels, some external pitting on barrels which are painted black,
Dual Trigger. This is an older shotgun that may be more appropriate as a wall hanger.
• U.S. Model 1884 Trap Door Springfield, Lyman tang peep site, no front sight No metal finish, stock modified to
sporter length. This would be an excellent base for building your heavy buffalo gun!
• Browning BAR .270 Auto Rifle, Tasco 3X9 Scope. This rifle is marked "Made in Belgium, Assembled in Portugal."
It is in near new condition, neither having been carried in the woods or fired a lot.
• Hi Standard Model A .22LR, This pistol is in excellent shape.
For the items listed above, contact Bob King, (540) 775-5651 or The_Kings@netscape.com

NVGC 2007 Calendar:
Date
3 February
4 February
11 February
17 February
18 February
24 February
24 & 25 February
2-4 March
10 March
18 March
17 March
24 March
24 March
25 March
7 & 8 April
21 April
22 April
6 May
19 May
26, 27, & 28 May
10 June
16 June
23 June
23 & 24 June
15 July
21 July
28 July
15 August
18 August
25 August
15 September
22 September
29 & 30 September
6 October
20 October
27 October
17 November
24 November
15 December

Time
1300
1300
1300
1200
1200
0800
0830
0900
1200
0830
0800
1300
0800

1200
1200

1200
0800
0830
1200
0800
1200
0800
0800
0830
0830
0800
0800
TBD

Event
Girl Scouts
Shotgun Practice
Shotgun Practice
TBD Meeting
Trap
.22 Bench Rest
NSSA Jambalaya Open Skeet Match
Bill Howard’s BSA Troop 179
M1 Grand Match
Trap
Work party & meeting
.22 Bench Rest
Girl Scouts Skeet Joe P.
CAS
BSA Troops 1 & 1404
Work party & meeting
Trap
Trap
Work party & meeting then Bench rest match
BSA
Trap
Work party & meeting
.22 Bench Rest
NSSA Summer Closed Skeet & Club Championship Match
Trap
Work party & meeting
.22 Bench Rest
Trap
Work party & meeting
.22 Bench Rest
Work party & meeting
.22 Bench Rest
NSSA Treeline Open Skeet Match
TBD Black powder quals.
Workday/meeting
.22 Bench Rest
TBD Club meeting
.22 Bench Rest
Club meeting (TBD)

Notes: All events are held at the Club unless specifically stated otherwise.
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Events:
Northern Virginia Gun Club
Jambalaya Open NSSA Skeet Match – February 24-25, 2007
Registration: 8:30-9:00 AM
20 Gauge Championship (Saturday 24th)
Flight Times: 9:00, 10:30 AM (20 shooters max)
12 Gauge Championship (Saturday 24th)
Flight Times: 12:15; 1:45 PM (20 shooters max)
Doubles (Saturday 24th)
Flight Time 3:15 (12 shooters max)
28 Gauge Championship (Sunday 25th)
Flight Times: 09:00, 10:30 AM (20 shooters max)
.410 Bore Championship (Sunday 25th)
Flight Times: 12:15, 1:45 PM (20 shooters max)
100 targets in each gun
$10 Class Options Each Gun
High Overall Big Jackpot ($5)
Entry fees are $18 for the first gun, $15 for additional guns
Free New Orleans Jambalaya lunch for contestants
(Leftovers on Sunday, if any)
Option Awards: Gun Champ gets $1 per shooter & class first money.
Cash payout of remaining money to class, for 1 to 5 in class is 100% to class champ, 6 or more in class 60/40 split.
Advance reservations accepted and encouraged: philip.m.bushong@verizon.net
In trying to control costs, we need volunteers to help! The club will provide a referee for the first round, and Competitors
will be asked to pull and score for remaining rounds. The club has two fields with lights. There is no clubhouse, but there
is a large picnic shelter with electrical outlets and picnic tables, two shooter pavilions for shooters and spectators behind
each range, and a covered bench area (the “Classroom”). Please be prompt: we will start shooting on time. Camper
hookups are available with prior coordination.

2007 NVGC M-1 Garand Match
March 10, 2007 @ 0900
www.northernvirginiagunclub.org
(Visit website for directions)
RIFLES ALLOWED. All rifles used in the Garand Match must be “as issued” U. S. military service rifles.
Competitors’ rifles will be inspected and triggers will be weighed prior to the match to ensure that they comply with the
“as-issued” rule. Rifles may also be inspected during or after the match. Here is the complete Rule 6.2.4.
As-Issued U.S. Rifle, Caliber .30, M1903 Springfield; Caliber .30, M1917 Enfield; Caliber .30, M1 Garand;
Caliber .30, M1941 Johnson; and U.S. Carbine, Caliber .30 M1.
(a) These firearms shall be as-issued by the U.S. Armed Forces or a commercially manufactured rifle of the
same type and caliber, having not less than a 4.5 pound trigger pull, with standard stock and leather or web
sling. Rifles in the “as-issued” class must conform to the weight and dimensions of the standard issue service
rifle, and only U.S. Government issue parts or non-U. S. Government or commercial parts of the exact same
weight and dimensions may be used. Rifles may be accurized only by the careful assembly of standard parts.
“NM” parts may not be used in the rifle.
(b) Rebarreling with a barrel of “as-issued” dimensions is permitted. No other modification or alteration of
the “as-issued” rifle such as glass bedding, the use of synthetic or laminated stocks is permitted
(c) No rifles chambered for the 7.62mm NATO (.308) cartridge may be used.
TARGETS. The standard 200 yard SR (short-range) high power rifle target will be used.
COURSE OF FIRE. 35 rounds total, 5 sighting shots and 30 rounds for record, fired at the 200-yard line.
Stage 1, 5 Sighting shots and 10 shots for record, prone position, slow fire, time limit 12 minutes.
Stage 2, 10 shots for record, standing to prone, rapid fire, time limit 70 seconds.
Stage 3, 10 shots for record, standing position, slow fire, time limit 10 minutes.
AMMUNITION. Competitors MUST bring your own ammo for this match!
SPOTTING SCOPES. Spotting scopes may be used by competitors for shooting or scoring. Scopes do not need to be
turned away from the target during the rapid-fire stage.
OTHER EQUIPMENT. Cloth, canvas or leather shooting jackets may be used. Standard-issue web or leather slings or
slings of this same type are permitted. Shooting gloves or mitts and ground cloths or shooting mats may be used.
SAFETY EQUIPMENT. All competitors and range personnel are urged to bring hearing and eye protection with them
and to wear them whenever shooting takes place.
ALIBIS. No alibis or re-fires because of rifle or ammunition malfunctions are allowed during any stage of this match. It
is important that the rifle you use be in good working condition.
REGISTRATION. Pre registration for this match will go until March 7, 2007. Cost for the match is $12 for pre
registration $15 for day of the match registration. Pre registration will also allow for choice of relay. If relay you pick is
filled you will be moved to the next relay.
Pre registration checks or MO can be made out to: Tony Gimmellie 8166 Reagan Dr. King George, VA 22485 440-3396153
SCHEDULE. 0745 main gates to NVGC will be open all competitors should follow the road to the rear of the facility to
rifle range. 0800 late registration will take place until 0845. 0900 match will begin with follow on relays taking place
every 45 minutes until completion.
AWARDS. Plaques will be given for 1st, 2nd and 3rd Place

NVGC
PO Box 1581
King George, VA 22485

Postmaster: Address Service Requested

February 2007

Shotgun Range News:
We had the 100 target “Patch Match” for the NSSA club skeet champion patch a in cold, off-on rain. The match was
handicapped by having the leader(s) drop down a gauge for the next round. We had three shooters tie with nice 24’s to
take the lead. So Phil Bushong, Kevin Montrief, and Jon Yagla took 20 ga. guns to the second round. Jon and Kevin tied
again with 24’s, and Phil fell back few. Jon and Kevin slugged it out pretty evenly with the 28 gauge until station 6,
where Jon lapsed and fell two back. So Kevin had to shoot the lone .410 in the final round. He quickly dropped two, so it
was tied again to until Jon met his old nemesis, station 6, and shot behind the low house target. Kevin was unstoppable at
that point and smoked the rest, finishing in wind, rain, and poor light with a very fine 94! And a shooting patch he will
treasure for a long time.
The new trap range is near completion. The trap works great and the wind is plenty tricky. If you want to shoot, you will
need to connect to the low house with an extension cord. We will wire it soon. Please don’t try to use the voice release,
as the Beomat trap release may be switching line voltage.
Check the calendar for registered skeet and trap matches this month.

Rifle News:
Tim Yagla just received a gold medal for winning the CMP Excellence In Competition Match (Leg) held in conjunction
with the NRA Regional Rifle Match at Quantico.

